Events

SERRAS BARCELONA - PASSEIG DE COLOM 9, 08002 BARCELONA

EL PRIVADO

EL PRIVADO
The words that identifies a celebration event at Serras Barcelona are: efficiency,
discretion and professionalism.
Our spaces are versatile and offers a variaty of options, giving the possibility of
enjoying either a private meeting or a more intimate and informal setting, located in
the heart of Barcelona's Gothic Quarter.
Our team will provide you a discreet and exceptional service, accompanied by our
gastronomic menus designed by the award-winning Michelin Star chef, Marc
Gascons.
If you are looking for an intimate lunch or dinner an ideal space will be El Privado
located in the Informal Restaurant. A bright and a modern space of 30m2 with a large
Imperial table able to accommodate up to 18 attendees. We have group menus from
€45+VAT and drink packages from €17+VAT per person.
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EL PRIVADO

THE MEETING
El Privado can be used as a meeting room able to accommodate up to 14 attendees.
It has two entrances, one through the hotel reception and another one more private,
through Carrer de la Plata.
This space has an additional cost of €400+21%VAT for half a day and €700+21%VAT
for a full 8-hour day, our rate includes the following services:
A person of contact assigned to assure the success of your event.
Technical assistance to assure the correct functioning of the audio-visual
equipment
Folder and pens.
Free Wi-Fi and easy access.
Imperial set up.
Audio-visual equipment and coffee break with additional cost.
I remain at your disposal for any further enquires you might have, or should you wish
to visit our space and meet us in person to discuss more in detail, please do not
hesitate to contact me.
I will be delighted to welcoming you personally at Serras Barcelona.
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